
CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY 

 

 ISRACARD GROUP IMPROVES CUSTOMER RESPONSIVENESS AND REDUCES CALL CENTER 

COSTS BY INTEGRATING CRM AND ORACLE FORMS SYSTEMS USING AURAPLAYER 

 

“Until we found Auraplayer, it looked as though integrating our 
technologies would require re-development and extensive QA. Auraplayer 
allowed us to integrate our various technologies with Oracle Forms 
without having to redevelop a thing, saving us endless headache, time, 
and money. I couldn’t have asked for a better solution.” 
- Ofer Krichman, Head of IT Infrastructure at Isracard 
 

The Challenge 

Isracard operated through nine separate call centers; each of them 

employing different technologies. This diversification meant that a single 

customer call had to be transferred multiple times between various 

departments in order to be resolved. This process lacked efficiency and 

cost the company valuable time, money and customer satisfaction. 

Integrating all systems was extremely complex; as it required two way 

communication between the Oracle Forms, mainframe, and Java 

technologies. With hundreds of forms and extremely complex business 

logic, migration of the Forms system was not an option as this process 

would have involved years of redevelopment and QA.   

 

The Solution 
AuraPlayer provided the solution to enable the visual integration of the 

Oracle Forms system and other technologies in a CRM dashboard 

creating a single 360* view of customer data. The integrated system 

permitted data synchronization and communication between the Oracle 

Forms and other technologies by using AuraPlayer to automate the 

underlying workflows. After installing the solution, a single Isracard 

operator was able to pull data from all nine systems simultaneously in an 

efficient and cost-effective manner. The Auraplayer solution saved time 

and money without the expense of migrating or re-developing the 

company’s Forms technologies.  

 

About Isracard Group 
The Isracard Group, the umbrella organization for Visa, Mastercard and 

American Express, is the largest credit card company in Israel. The 

company has been leading the Israeli market in the credit card field for 

over 35 years with over 47% of the market, monthly sales of 6 billion NIS 

and 2.7 million cardholders served.  

 

The Goal 
To enable one phone operator 

to handle numerous customer 

queries by integrating the  

Oracle Forms, Mainframe and 

Java applications into a single 

call center dashboard 

AuraPlayer: Integrate, modernize, extend and mobilize Oracle Forms and EBS systems        www.auraplayer.com 

The Results  
A single 360* view of customer 

data with 2 way communication 

and automation of Oracle Forms 

from the CRM system. 

The Value 
Improved Customer Service  

Their now award winning call 

center have some of the shortest  

waiting times in Israel scoring 

over 9 out of 10 in customer 

satisfaction                                             
http://www.bdicode.co.il/CodeFiles/Company/profiles/Isra

card_eng_2012.pdf 
 

Time Savings 

The new call center has reduced 

time per call by several minutes 

and customers are no longer 

transferred an average of 3 times 
 

Increased efficiency 

Operators can now access all 
customer data from one 
dashboard 
 
Low Risk Solution                              
No Migration or  Redevelopment 
required 

Improved customer service 

Operators are able to respond to 

customer queries instantly without 

having to transfer calls 

 

Maximized ROI 

All systems are accessed from 

the same existing system, 

meaning only one source of 

http://www.bdicode.co.il/CodeFiles/Company/profiles/Isracard_eng_2012.pdf
http://www.bdicode.co.il/CodeFiles/Company/profiles/Isracard_eng_2012.pdf

